Abstract. An existing autonomic framework (MAWeS) can be used to provide run-time self-optimization for distributed applications. This paper introduces a new MAWeS Component that provides an interface for MPI applications. As case study, we will present the implementation of a dynamically-reconfigurable n-body solver, evaluating its obtained performance with and without the MAWeS framework under several different working load conditions.
Introduction
The high redundancy and logical complexity of present-day distributed computing systems have stimulated a great interest in autonomic computing systems [1, 2] , whose goal is to behave as the human autonomic system. Autonomic capabilities are usually classified in four different categories: self-configuring, in which the system can dynamically adapt to changing environments, selfhealing, in which the system can discover, diagnose and react to disruptions, self-optimizing, in which the system can monitor and tune resources automatically, and self-protecting, in which the system can anticipate, detect, identify and protect itself against threats.
The first applications of autonomic systems [3, 4, 5, 6] are mainly targeted to the configuration, management and optimization of large distributed systems running highly dynamic applications, such as web services. We have contributed to this research field with a prototype framework, MAWeS [7, 8, 9] , which allows running applications to self-tune querying an optimization engine using a web services interface. Unlike most autonomic system existing today, MAWeS optimizations are not based on reactive autonomicity, i.e., on feedback control. MAWeS instead relies on predictive autonomicity, which uses feedforward control. The idea is to detect by means of external monitoring modules cyclic variations in parameters and their impact on performance, and to self-tune automatically the system, anticipating the need [10] . The MAWeS framework hinges on an existing description language and simulation environment (MetaPL and HeSSE, respectively [11, 12, 13, 14] ). The framework optimizations tools exploit the simulator to predict the system behavior in real, fictitious or future working conditions, anticipating the need for new configurations or tunings.
In [15] , we proposed the adoption of self-optimization techniques also in the context of MPI applications. However, the optimization engine presented in the mentioned paper was able to optimize applications only at start-up time, making it possible to adapt their computational and communications requirements to the load measured at that time. Successive load variations were systematically ignored. The objective in this paper is instead to execute MPI applications in the context of the MAWeS framework, thus exploiting its dynamical, predictive optimization capabilities. These are particularly suited to systems with a variable background CPU and network load, such as small-scale shared clusters. The objective of this experience is twofold: to evaluate the validity of the autonomic approach in the high-performance computing context, and to explore the feasibility of linking MPI code to a tool based on a service-oriented architecture through a web service interface.
In particular, we will present here a new MAWeS Component that acts as frontend for the framework. It provides a MAWeS interface for MPI applications. The component is made of a "standard" template that can be used to develop MPI applications interfaced to MAWeS, and of an interfacing daemon linked to a distributed load detection system. The latter is used to detect (or even to foresee) changed load conditions. The framework reacts distributing new configurations to the running application through the daemon interface.
The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section sketches the structure of the MAWeS framework. Then, the design and the implementation of the new MAWeS frontend is presented. After that, the implementation of a reconfigurable MPI test application is described, presenting the performance results obtained. After an overview of related work on autonomic and self-optimization systems, the conclusions are drawn.
The MAWeS Framework and the MetaPL/HeSSE Methodology
The MAWeS Framework has been developed to support predictive autonomicity in web services based architectures. It is based on two existing technologies: the MetaPL language [12, 13] and the HeSSE simulation environment [11, 14] . The first is used to describe the software system and the interactions inside it; the second, to describe the system behavior and to predict its performance using simulation. The MAWeS framework uses MetaPL descriptions and HeSSE configuration files to run HeSSE simulations. Through the execution of multiple simulations, with different parameter values, it chooses the parameter set that optimizes the software execution. The MAWeS framework partially hides the presence of a simulation environment exploited through a web service interface. It is structured in three layers (Figure 1 ), as follows:
Frontend made up of the software modules used by final users to access the MAWeS services. These modules aim to give high transparency to the tool, from the final user perspective; 
Fig. 1. MAWeS Framework logical schema
Core composed of the software and the services that manage MetaPL files and make optimization decisions; WS Interface the set of Web Services used to obtain simulations and predictions through MetaPL and HeSSE.
The MAWeS Frontend provides a standard client application interface, MAWeSclient, which has to be extended by developers with their actual application code. The MAWeSclient client accepts as input a MetaPL file describing the application code. The MAWeS Core exploits environment services and the MetaPL/HeSSE Web Services interface using the application information contained in the MetaPL description, to find out optimal execution conditions. It is a software unit provided both as a web service and integrated into the MAWeSclient.
The sequence of events and calls that allow the execution of an application with optimal values of parameters is also shown in Figure 1 . The MAWeS client submits the MetaPL application description to the MAWeS core (1) . Then the services of the framework automatically find out the set of simulations needed, perform them (2, 3, 4) , and return the set of optimal parameters for the target application (5). Finally, MAWeSclient starts the application code, passing to it the set of optimized parameters (6) .
A critical issue is to point out the set of parameters that mostly affect performance, in order to find automatically the best application configuration. MetaPL descriptions consist essentially of code prototypes, enriched with taskto-processor mapping (Mapping tag). The Autonomic MetaPL extensions define additional language elements for this section. They introduce the Autonomic tag, included in Mapping element, which describes the target simulation configurations that can be used for application execution. Further details on MAWeS can be found in [7, 8] . Fig. 2 . Client-side of a Self-optimizing Application using MAWeS
Self-optimization of MPI Applications with MAWeS
In [15] we have shown the potential of the MetaPL/HeSSE methodology to selftune scientific applications using predictive autonomicity. In the tests described in the mentioned paper, we optimized an MPI application performing a set of simulation before application start-up. In this paper, we aim to obtain an autonomic behavior performing the applications optimization while the application runs. It is important to point out that the MAWeS framework is based on a web services approach, whereas the target scientific application application is an MPI one. In order to interface the target application to the framework, a modification the original MAWeS Frontend is needed. As shown in Figure 2 , the MPI-MAWeS frontend is made out of:
The MTA provides a template that can be used to develop an MPI application interfaced to the MAWeS framework. In practice, the template allows the construction of master/worker codes. In addition to its "normal" coordination and (possibly) computational task, the master is the interface of the MPI code to the optimization framework. On the other hand, the workers contain no additional optimization logic and have only computational tasks. In our opinion, restricting our interest to master/worker codes is not great generality loss, as a "fake" master can in any case be introduced in different software design patterns. A second design choice of the template is to support only iterative codes, where each node performs its operations several times on a subset of the problem whole data set. The idea is to redistribute the data set whenever the optimization engine, due to the changed system load, points out a more profitable load sharing.
The MMI component provides a daemon, which is the direct interface with the MAWeS core, and a Load Detection System, useful to find changed system load conditions and to trigger the optimization engine in MAWeS. The MMI daemon module is essentially a gateway: it waits for UDP requests from the MTA master, and then asks the MAWeS core for optimal parameters exploiting its web services interface.
The Load Detection System of MMI is designed with a master/worker approach. A collector, which usually resides on the same node as the MMI daemon and as the MTA master, queries a set of local monitors, which retrieve data about the state of each node. In the current implementation, the Load Detection System just takes into account CPU load. Figure 3 shows what happens when the application developed extending the MTA template is started. The application workers (which contain only user code) ask the master for the local data sets. This starts the MMI daemon and returns to the workers, in addition to actual data, a "default" set of parameters. In other words, the first iterations are not optimized. The MMI daemon generates the thread that will manage the optimizations. While the workers are working using the default configuration, MAWeS starts searching for the optimal configuration.
The MTA-MMI Protocol
The workers compute, conclude their iteration, possibly return results or synchronize with the master, and, in the absence of any reconfiguration messages, start computing on the next iteration. As shown in Figure 4 , the master asks the daemon to know if a better configuration is available. This happens with a frequency that depends on the application characteristics. In this case, a reconfiguration message is sent to the workers. The optimization logic is completely asynchronous with the user program. In the absence of reconfiguration messages, the MPI code runs at full speed without any introduced overhead. New configurations are broadcast to the workers that apply them as soon as possible (in practice, between one iteration and the next).
Case Study: N-Body
The objective of this section is to show how the framework can optimize the run-time behavior of a scientific MPI application. The example chosen is a code solving the n-body problem [16] . The universe of bodies is split in disjoint subsets that are managed in a parallel way using a master-worker paradigm. The master initializes body positions and assigns distinct subsets of bodies to the workers. These, at every iteration, compute the gravitational forces between the bodies in their own subset against all bodies in the universe, and broadcast the updated bodies position and velocity, to be used in the next iteration.
As "global" iteration time is clearly the maximum of the iteration times of the different workers, the optimization strategy target is to level off any possible differences. This is fairly trivial in a homogeneous machine in the absence of external CPU load. In a system where the nodes have a variable fraction of CPU load due to other applications or services, achieving a good balance is instead a hard task.
As the single worker iteration times depend (besides on CPU load) on then number of bodies to be managed, MAWeS will control the latter parameter to obtain optimal execution conditions. In this context, "optimal" means balanced iteration times for the slaves and thus minimum overall execution time. To this end, MAWeS will occasionally ask for variations in the number of the bodies assigned to the slaves. As every slave knows the spatial coordinates of all bodies, not only of the locally-managed ones, reconfigurations can be easily obtained before starting a new iteration. It is clear that the algorithm proposed is highly non-optimized, due to the unnecessary data replications. However, our main goal here is to provide simply a proof-of-concept code. In an optimized code, where data are not replicated, bodies coordinates have to be transferred between workers when reconfigurations are performed. The effect of the overheads introduced can be easily taken into account by simulation in MAWeS.
Description of the Tests Performed
The environment used to test the application is the Fab4 Cluster, at the University of Sannio in Benevento, using MPICH version 1.2.7. During the tests, the MTA master, the MMI daemon and the Load Detection System Collector run on the cluster frontend, which hosts also the MAWeS Frontend Web Services and HeSSE. On each node (frontend and nodes) the Load Detection System is used to obtain periodically load information. In order to evaluate the tool behavior in a variety of conditions, we injected a synthetic CPU Load on some of the nodes during the target application execution. The MAWeS tool will adapt the application behavior to the system load, modifying the data sets of the workers. Figure 5 shows in the upper diagram the synthetic additional CPU load injected in each node during the application run (the x axis reports the time from application start-up, the y axis the ratio of CPU time used by the synthetic load generator, in different colors for each node). The lower diagram shows the corresponding time for simulation, optimizations, . . . , spent in the MAWeS framework (not in the application nodes, which simply receive pre-computed optimal configurations). The overhead is nearly negligible, except when, due to changes of system load, new configurations have to be compared, in order to find the optimal one for the future interval of time. It should be noted that this overhead has no direct effect on the application execution. The use of feedforward makes it possible to start the choice of a new configuration well before expected load changes. Should even MAWeS delay to communicate the new optimized configuration, the workers will continue to compute with the previous (likely, no longer optimal) one.
Experimental Results
As mentioned in the introduction, MAWeS is based on a feedforward approach. A predicted load profile is used, along with actual measurement data, to foresee changes of system load and to adapt proactively to the changes, anticipating the need for reconfigurations. However, the tool can be easily modified (this cannot be done on-the-fly in the current implementation) to adopt the more conservative It should be noted that, using the feedforward approach, the optimizations are carried out before the load is injected. With feedback, they are performed only after that a load variation is detected. As regards the previsions on system load, they can be obtained by historical data, and/or by making considerations on the type of host application load. Figure 6 shows the evolution in time of the global iteration response times of the n-body application without any self-optimization (No self-optimization), and under MAWeS with feedback (Feedback ) and feedforward strategy (Feedforward ). In all the tests, the externally injected additional load is the one represented in the load profile in Figure 5 . The optimization framework is supplied with perfectly accurate predictions of system load (in practice, with the actuallyinjected load profile). The comparison between the response times without and with MAWeS shows the validity of the self-optimizing technique implemented. Using MAWeS, it is clear that in the hypothesis of perfectly-accurate predictions the feedforward approach should lead to the best results. In fact, the feedback approach has a delay time linked to the optimization latency and overhead (see Figure 5 ). When the optimization is based on feedback, the system can optimize itself only after a short period of unoptimal performance, as it has to monitor the system to find unwanted situations. When this happens, the program can obtain the optimal parameters by MAWeS. These optimal parameters are obtained in advance if the feedforward approach is used.
Related Work
Even if the research efforts at the basis of MAWeS are placed in the context of autonomic computing, this paper is essentially concerned with parallel code self-optimization and tuning. This has been a very active research area in the last decade, and a wide body of literature has been produced on similar topics. In particular, the contributions more similar to our proposal are Active Harmony [17] and Autopilot [18] . Both of them allow the run-time configuration of applications in response to monitoring data, and provide an automatic optimization engine. Moreover, the ATLAS project has developed automatically tuned linear algebra libraries [19] , and the AppLeS project [20] , possibly in union with the Network Weather Service [21] , provides adaptive application level scheduling.
A first difference between MAWeS and the projects mentioned above is that it is particularly oriented toward systems where the resources (both computing resources and network) are shared. These include small clusters with background (or conflicting) load and Grids. Though some of the libraries/tools can be used for such systems, only MAWeS uses simulations of the computing system and of the network to estimate the effect of external load. A second difference is that MAWeS is the only system that decides when and what to reconfigure using a feedforward approach. At the best of the authors' knowledge, all other systems are based on feedback control.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have described the process of building MPI autonomic applications that are able to self-optimize. The proposed solution relies on the use of an existing autonomic framework, MAWeS, which has been provided with a new front-end to support the interfacing to MPI applications, developed using a supplied template. A real scientific application was developed for testing purposes. The experimentation showed that the proposed approach gives good performance results across artificially-introduced changes of system load.
